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About us 

We are a Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA) Chartered Practice, an accreditation which gives 
you peace of mind as we have to comply with strict criteria covering insurance, health and safety, 
and quality management systems, an assurance of professionalism and quality.

Although our website shows that we do a large range of projects and scales, since our formation 
in 2000 we have always worked on domestic projects, and so we are fully committed to helping 
homeowners improve their lives.

Architects are highly skilled and professionally trained to turn your aspirations into reality. They will 
guide you through the design, planning and construction process, whether you are constructing a new 
building or adapting an existing property.

Architects apply impartial and creative thinking to projects large and small. They add value, whether 
from maximising light and space, adding functionality, or achieving the best return on your investment.

“A good architect actually pays for themselves - more than once. You will reap the reward and the 
building will be hugely better and deliver much better value for it.”
Kevin McCloud, Grand Designs

Ref: Royal Institute of British Architects website: www.architecture.com



How Much Do We Cost?

Our professional status means that we don’t want to be and shouldn’t be compared with a “bloke in 
the paper” who will draw you some plans for a fraction of the price, but instead we will provide you 
with the security which comes from employing a professional team and we’d ask you not to view our 
fees as for simply producing drawings, but rather the training, skill, experience, support, and ideas 
of our team.

We work in 4 key stages;

feasibility
planning application
technical design and building regulations
construction 

We provide a fixed fee for the feasibility stage and for the planning application. 

The third and fourth stages can only be quoted once we know what the design is. If you have scale 
plans of your property then we can work from these (and thus reduce the price slightly), but if not 
and depending on the size and complexity of your property, we may conduct a measured survey or 
we may need you to commission a measured survey from a separate specialist survey company.

If our fees are within your expectations then we would of course be happy to come and visit, and 
provide you with a firm, detailed quote.

•
•
•
•

How We Work:

We will put one of our team in charge of your project, a person who will be your day to day contact 
but throughout the life of the project you will find that a number of our team will be involved, assisting 
at the initial design stage, discussions with the planning department, preparing technical drawings, 
specifying materials and finishes, and dealing with the builders. This approach ensures that you 
have the best help we can give you at the different stages of the project.



Feasibility Study

This will give you at least 3 options drawn on CAD with some initial 3D views, suggestions of the 
look and feel, as well as factoring in planning and building regulations issues. We also offer one 
free “round of changes” which is culmination of the options, so we can get to a point where you 
have a preferred design to move forward with and, if appropriate, submit a pre-application to the 
planning department for initial feedback.

RIBA Stages 0-2

Stage 0 - Strategic Definition | Stage 1 - Preparation and Brief | Stage 2 - Concept Design



RIBA Stages 0-2

Stage 0 - Strategic Definition | Stage 1 - Preparation and Brief | Stage 2 - Concept Design

Planning Application 

We will take the preferred design from the feasibility study and develop if further to submit for a formal 
planning application. This includes co-ordinating and updating proposals for structual design, building 
service systems, outline specifications, cost information, and project strategies in accordance with 
design programme. Once submitted for planning approval it normally takes 8 weeks for the council to 
make a decision.

RIBA Stage 3

Stage 3 - Developed Design



Technical Design and Building Regulations Application

RIBA Stage 4

Stage 4 - Technical Design

This stage will include detailed construction information and the specification of interior elements 
to enable a builder to put an accurate price on the project, be submitted for Building Regulations 
approval, and of course, be built!



Construction
RIBA Stages 5-7

Stage 5 - Construction | Stage 6 - Handover and Close Out | Stage 7 - In use

Once the project is on site, we offer the service of inspecting the works as they progress. This will 
involve numerous site visits, meetings with the contractor and client, and generally monitor the 
building programme in conjunction with the contractor via a legal building contract. The use of this 
contract will mean that you are protected from unsubstantiated costs, time delays, and that the 
payments you make to the builder are regulated.

Additional Costs
Aside from our fees, construction projects incur additional costs such as planning and building 
regulation application fees, as well as any other consultants which might be needed such as a structural 
engineer.



What’s next?

Hopefully this information gives you a brief insight into how we work so if our services are still 
of interest to you please contact our Studio Manager Holly Alexander on 0121 212 9615 or via    
holly@thespacestudio.com who will put you in touch with one of our design team to discuss the 
next moves which will include a meeting and a formal, confirmed fee quotation.

Testimonials

“Kevin was my architect when I undertook a 
major renovation on my house last

year. From start to finish the service was 
exemplary. And, when inevitable hitches

occurred they were always dealt with 
competently and in a satisfactory manner. 
My requirements were met in FULL. And, 

friends constantly compliment the work that 
has been done.”

Fiona Leslie, client, Bull Street

“They were quickly able to understand 
our requirements and provide the creative 

spark and energy that the project had been 
missing. The result of their input was a

more radical proposal....The work has been 
a great success and has actually changed 

the way we live.” 

Julian Miller, client, Lordswood Road

“The Space Studio have helped me achieve 
something which i could never have 

realised without your help and in difficult 
circumstances. You have done so with 

profound professionalism and sensitivity 
bringing immense capability and creativity to 
the project but more importantly always as 

the great people you are”

Contemporary extension, Kingscote Road

“The Space Studio team where there to 
facilitate the smooth, seamless running 
of all the processes involved, taking the 

hassle and aggravation away that comes 
with such processes....They were there 
from conception to completion, giving 

guidance, support and expertise.” 

Kate Upton, client, Wentworth Road


